Abstract -In pervasive computing environments, resources and services are usually provided by a variety of different suppliers with multiple computing devices and from heterogeneous networks. Accordingly, various privacy protection methods with lots of privacy policies were used. Before some meaningful interaction starts or services offers, a certain level of trust must be established, this trust establishment and communication process may involve privacy information exchange. Consequently, a method for integrate the privacy protection methods and deal with privacy and trust tradeoff is necessary. In this paper, we propose a novel trust based privacy protection method by using a three levels trust based privacy protection model (TPPM). Our main contributions include: (1) TPPM can integrate the various privacy protection methods and specify privacy policies; (2) TPPM can automatic make privacy disclose decision with achieving the goal of less privacy information loss and more trust gain during the trust establishment and the interaction process; (3) our method can be used in kinds of applications scenarios flexibly. Simulation results and analysis show our method can accomplish privacy preserving and fast trust establishment well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Weiser [1] described a vision for twenty-first-century computing in which he used the term "ubiquitous computing" and later termed as "pervasive computing." Pervasive computing envisions an environment in which we are surrounded by many embedded computer devices. Those computing devices provide us with a mobile, spontaneous and dynamic way to enjoy various resources and service which give us tremendous freedom and convenience without aware of them.
As the saying goes every coin has two sides, pervasive computing will exacerbate the privacy problem. Unless privacy is adequately protected, the progress of pervasive computing will be slowed down or derailed altogether, even places people in a monitored environment that mass monitors (embedded devices) surrounded with. In pervasive computing environment (PCE), resources and services are usually provided by variety of different suppliers with multiple computing devices and from heterogeneous networks. Accordingly various methods with lots of policies were used to protect privacy. It therefore becomes necessary and important to study the mechanism to integrate privacy protection methods and specify privacy policies.
In PCE, entities (or devices) which make connections and interactions may know little about each other or without prior knowledge at the beginning of communication. Therefore, in many cases, before any meaningful interaction starts or services offers, a certain level of trust must be established. During the trust establishment process, an entity may request some information from other entities that probably involves privacy, which implies some privacy loss for the entities. Therefore, it is clearly that study effective privacy quantification and trust-privacy tradeoff mechanism are very necessary for privacy protection in pervasive computing environment.
Taking these in mind, in this paper, we propose a novel trust based privacy protection method by using a three levels privacy protection model (TPPM). Our motivation is supply a privacy protection method which can be used in PCE with privacy protection methods integration, privacy polices specification and balancing privacy loss and trust gain during the interaction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we briefly discuss some related work. In Section III, we exhaustive describe PPTM level by level. In Section IV, we introduce a novel privacy protection method by using TPPM. After that we do some simulations to analyze the performance of the TPPM in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI in which we also discuss some future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Access control which grants access permissions to an authorized user has become an important factor to ensure the security in PCE [2] [3] [4] . Automated trust negotiation (ATN) is a new approach to access control and authentication in open, flexible systems, especially in PCE [5] , also some researches has been done for privacy preserving in ATN [6] [7] [8] . Though the access control methods and ATN can ensure the privacy information not be accessed from the unauthorized entities, some open issues still need to be addressed. In PCE, the user may be willing to sacrifice some privacy to enjoy some services; consequently, how much privacy can the entities afford to lose in order to getting some services seem as an important issue.
Entropy has been used to mathematically model the minimization of privacy loss [9] [10] [11] [12] . In the discussion of privacy-trust tradeoff issue in distributed system, privacy is quantified by categorizing its importance used in trust evaluation [13] . Since trust and privacy are context-dependent, privacy may require that different trust evidence be used to make the decision as to how to deal with different application scenarios. Unified trust values or a simple trust rank is insufficient for making privacy disclose decision.
Initially, ontology was introduced as a method for "explicit specification of a conceptualization" [14] , now, ontology widely used in computing domain to solve the issues of information classification, information integration, policy description and so on [15] [16] [17] .
III. TRUST BASED PRIVACY PROTECTION MODEL
In this section, we will introduce a trust based privacy protection model (TPPM) that includes the aggregation and abstract level, the privacy loss and trust gain quantification level, and the decision level. The architecture of TPPM is illustrated in Fig.1 .
A. Aggregation and Abstract Lelve Aggregation and abstract level is in the bottom of TPPM, it adopts ontology method to aggregate various privacy policies which are used in different privacy protection methods, and it also abstracts the privacy policies by the semantic way to create privacy policy ontology and privacy information ontology.
Definition1. Trust evidence is the information which can offer trust for the communication parties. Tokens submitted and certificates exchanged during the authentication process or communication, and any history records of interaction etc all can be considered as the trust evidence. In our aggregate and abstract approach, we consider trust evidence as an attribute of the privacy ontology.
Privacy policy ontology describes the category of privacy policies. Privacy policies are abstracted as privacy policy ontology with the attribute of trust evidences in a semantic way. As shown in Fig. 2 , the policy of class 1.1 is abbreviated as Policy 1.1. Each privacy policy has its own attribute named trust evidence with its constraint that denotes the condition should be satisfied. In addition, one policy may control one or more piece of privacy information. We use a mapping function
to express the relationship between privacy policy and privacy information where P denotes the privacy policy and PI denotes privacy information.
Applying the ontology method, we can easily integrate the different privacy protection methods with their various privacy policies that are used in PCE in a unified manner. For example, in an access control based privacy protection method, the policy "one will have the right to access this privacy information if and only if he passes the authentication" can be abstracted such that "authentication" as a trust attribute with its constraint "pass". Similarly, the policy "trust value not low than 0.7" in trust-based method for privacy protection can be described as a policy in which "trust value" is an attribute with the constraint "not low than 0.7".
We describe both the privacy policy ontology and privacy information ontology in the structure of a tree in which the root is at the top with the leaves below it. Accordingly, four basic properties are existed. Property 1. (Inheritance Property): A child has the inheritance relationship with its parent. As illustrated in Privacy ontology describes the privacy information category with its attributes named trust evidence that is needed for privacy disclosure. The privacy ontology is illustrated in Fig.3 in which P1 represents class 1 of privacy information and P1.1 represents a subclass of P1 having the inherited function from P1. 
B. Privacy Loss and Trust Gain Quantification Lelve
With privacy policy ontology and privacy ontology created in the aggregation and abstract level, we can quantify privacy loss and trust gain during trust establishment and interaction process based-on information theory conveniently. Definition 2. We denote the trust that the interaction counterpart should be achieved when disclosing one piece of privacy as a T , the trust that the counterpart has already been achieved before the privacy disclosure as T b and the counterpart's trust variation for the entity after the disclosure of privacy as T c . Definition 6. Entropy is a quantitative measure of information content and uncertainty over a probability distribution.
Assume that entity A needs entity B to achieve trust level T a before disclosing to it a piece of privacy and A currently trusts B at level T b . And , it means that would lead to privacy information loss when the information is disclosed.
Under the second situation above, disclosing the privacy needs some trust evidences,
We use entropy H1 to denote privacy information loss:
Entropy H1 expresses average information loss when disclosing a piece of privacy. A bigger P1 indicates less privacy information loss and a higher probability of achieving T a with T b .
Privacy disclosure can lead to change to trust levels. We use 
Entropy 2 H expresses average trust gain by disclosing a piece of privacy. A bigger 2 P indicates more trust gain since it indicates low uncertainty for gain T c which means more trust gain when disclosing a piece of privacy.
In PCE, in many cases before any meaningful interactions start, a certain level of trust must be established. Intuitionally, the entities may want to lose less privacy to achieve the desired trust. On the other hand, entities want to disclose privacy information to gain more trust in the trust establishment process. We use H to represent the relationship between privacy information loss H1 and trust gain H 2 as expressed below:
C. Decision Level
The decision level is on the top of the privacy protection model that gives privacy discloser decision automatic that based on the two lower levels. This decision level obeys four basic rules during the decision process. The priority of minimum rule is (1), (2) and (3). If the privacy disclosure decision under rule 1, rule 2 and rule 3 can not satisfied the interaction demand, use rule 4 to change parameters in order to achieve the interaction.
IV. PRIVACY PROTECTION METHOD
In PCE, use our trust based privacy protection method can protect privacy effectively also with fast trust establishment. We abstract the user and the service provider (or interaction entity) as privacy owner and privacy requester respectively. The process of our trust based privacy protection method is as follows.
Step 1: The privacy requestor send privacy access request to the privacy owner;
Step 2: The privacy owner check the trust evidences that needed for access privacy information by the TPPM.
Step 3: The TPPM check privacy ontology and then notify the trust evidences that needed for privacy accessing to the privacy requestor;
Step 4: The privacy requestor submit some trust evidences to the privacy owner;
Step 5: The trust model do the trust evaluation based on the submitted trust evidences, and then transfer the trust evaluation result to TPPM;
Step 6: The TPPM make privacy disclosure decision based on trust evaluation result.
In fact, the process of negotiation between the trust evidences request and submission is complex, we simply illustrate this flow in Fig.4 . After trust evidences negotiation, our TPPM will give the decision of privacy disclosure. In this section we will do some simulations to analyze the performance and the effect of privacy protection by using our method.
We simulate our trust based privacy protection method by using TPPM in Location Based Service application scenario. In LBS application, the information that submitted and the query action may contain privacy. We consider both the information submitted and the query action which contain privacy as a piece of privacy information to understandable. In simulations, we compare the TPPM's performance of privacy protection (described by privacy loss entropy) and trust establishment (described by trust gain entropy) to recently trust based privacy protection researches [11] [12] [13] (we record this as DPEP in simulations) that disclosure privacy under the same trust level with equally probability.
The following assumptions have been made during the simulations. The disclosure of one piece of privacy information requires 3 trust evidences. The disclosure of privacy information is randomly chosen from privacy information set. The conditional probability is computed based on the Bayes net in which we use the random number between 0 and 1 as the value of conditional probability in the simulation. There are 10 pieces of privacy information in privacy information set. Table 1 illustrates four cases of privacy loss entropy and trust gain entropy compare the extreme situation of TPPM (disclose privacy information with minimum privacy entropy and disclose privacy information with most trust gaining) to randomly choosing privacy information for disclosure with running 50 rounds.
We can see that in the extreme situation, in order to protect privacy strictly TPPM can always choose the privacy information with minimum privacy entropy to disclose. In the other extreme situation that to achieve trust establishment fast, TPPM can disclose privacy information with most trust gaining. We can conclude that TPPM can achieve the goal of protect privacy strictly or fast establish trust with privacy preserving, and it has better performance compare to DPEP. In addition, this situation has a premise that this privacy discloser does not violate the decision rules of TPPM.
Then we analyze the normal situations. In case 1, we choose the parameter
to balance privacy and trust in TPPM that compare privacy loss entropy and trust gain entropy to DPEP. The x-axis denotes the count of privacy disclose choice, e.g. "1" denotes selecting 1 piece of privacy from 10, "2" denotes selecting 2 pieces of privacy from 10 etc. We record privacy loss entropy and trust gain entropy in y-axis respectively which illustrated in Fig. 5 . We can see that TPPM's privacy loss entropy is less than DPEP which means better privacy preserving, and TPPM's trust gain entropy is more than DPEP which means more trust gain by doing privacy disclosure decision.
Then we analyze the situation of the TPPM's parameter selection. In case 2, we simulate the scenario that trade privacy for trust, i.e., to sacrifice privacy in order to achieve a certain level of trust. So we choose the parameter respectively. The x-axis denotes the count of privacy disclose choice while the y-axis denotes privacy loss entropy and trust gain entropy respectively in Fig.6 . We can see that, the bigger β the more privacy loss and more trust gain.
Case 3 simulates the scenario that the priority is to protect privacy, so we choose the parameter respectively. The x-axis still denotes the count of privacy disclose choice while the y-axis denotes privacy loss entropy and trust gain entropy respectively in Fig.7 . It is clear that the bigger α the less privacy loss, and with bigger α the trust gain is less. Consequently, we can conclude that our TPPM has better performance in privacy protection and trust establishment compare to recently trust based privacy protection researches [11] [12] [13] that disclosure privacy under the same trust level with equally probability. And with parameters adjustment, TPPM can achieve privacy preserving and fast trust establishment well.
VI. CONCLUSION
Pervasive computing give us tremendous freedom and convenience without aware of the computing devices. Unless privacy is adequately protected in pervasive computing environment, it may places people in a monitored environment that mass monitors (embedded devices) surrounded with. In this paper, we proposed a trust based privacy protection method by using a three level trust based privacy protection model (TPPM). This model adopts ontology method to create privacy policy ontology and privacy ontology aiming at integrates privacy protection methods and specifies privacy polices. TPPM applies entropy computing mechanism to quantify privacy loss and trust gain before privacy disclose with the goal of balance privacy loss and trust gain during the interaction. It can make privacy disclose decision automatic with achieving privacy protection and fast trust establishment. Then we do some simulations to analyze the performance of TPPM. According to the simulation results and analysis, we can conclude that the trust based privacy protection method can achieve privacy preserving and trust establishing well.
In the future, we will further refine our method through implementation and applications. And we will analyze the complexity and cost of our method; refine our method to balance privacy preservation and its additional cost.
